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WAYS TO REDUCE PEAK ELECTRICAL DEMAND IN SOUTH LOUISIANA 
by S.J. Gold, M.D. Bakewell, G.E. Guidry, E.F. Lewis, L.J. Naquin and B.P. Whitney
Abstract
This study analyses alternatives for coping with the peak electrical demand of hot summer 
afternoons. Economic and Political aspects, as well as technical feasibility, are included.
It is concluded that South Louisiana may indeed be able to trim peak demand to 5% below what 
is anticipated by 1 9 8 0  , thus making one of the coal fired stations scheduled then unnecessary. 
However, the contingencies (Natural Gas Shortage, Another Oil Embargo) would make a coal-fired 
station very desirable.
1. INTRODUCTION
The authors worked together as an interdisci­
plinary Systems team this summer, analysing 
the problem of Peak Electrical Demand that 
occurs .on hot summer afternoons in southern 
Louisiana. The Systems Approach is an attempt 
to optimize the solution of the whole problem 
by bringing all aspects into focus together. 
One way to begin is to draw a block diagram 
of the problem, putting short word descrip­
tions in each block. This is done for the 
electrical peak demand problem in Fig. 1.
ALTERNATIVES
Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Electric Power 
Peak Demand Problem; Showing Objectives, 
Constraints, Alternatives, Requirements, 
Tradeoff, Result, and Impact Assessment.
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The 'contraints' are the pieces of background 
information that a researcher must understand 
in order to attack the problem intelligently. 
The words listed in the CONSTRAINTS block of 
Fig. 1 are discussed below.
2.1 By Existing Plants we imply both the 
existing set of electric generating plants, 
and the existing electrical load, especially 
air conditioners. Air conditioners are im­
portant because during the hour of peak de­
mand (which is usually somewhere between 3 - 
5:00 on a weekday afternoon after July 15 and 
before August 10), the load is about 35% air 
conditioning, and it could be 1+0% on an
extraordinarily hot day.
At the beginning of the summer, we visited the 
various suppliers of electricity to the re­
gion-in-question (See Map, Fig. 2).
Fig. 2, Map Defining 'South Louisiana' and 
Showing Regions Served by the Major Electric 
Utilities .
There are three types of utilities in the 
region: investor-owned, municipal, and coop­
eratives. The size of each utility, and their 
peak demands, are given in Table 1.
The investor-owned utilities now generate 
about 8 8 % of the KWh consumed in south 
Louisiana. In the past two or three years, 
their Load Factors* (except NOPSI) have gone 
down. CLECO's load factor dropped from O . 5 8 7  
in 1972 to 0,509 in 197*+, The declining load 
factors must be largely attributable to con­
servation efforts by residential and indusr 
trial users, Cutting back on lighting, hot 
water use, and general waste of electricity 
decreases the total amount of kilowatts used 
in a year, but peak demand is still driven 
primarily by the temperature of the hottest 
weekday .
(Total Kwh generated/year) 




Generation Capacity, MWe Peak Demand, MWe
Present By 1980 1973 197U 1975
CLECO 1328 1858 782 8 1 8 8U6
Gulf States 5132 6 0 9 8 3782 3896 3989
L.P.&L. 3569 kk29 2563 2692
N0PSI 1257 1200 936 8 6 9
Major Municipal Utilities
Lafayette 1 8 8 368 109 130 159
Alexandria 178 200 (1) 1 0 9 119
Morgan City 67 95 (2) 37 38
Houma 6k 6k 37 39
Thibodeaux 52 8 0 (2) n . a . 33
Opelousas U 9 77 (2) n . a . 28
(1) If gas turbine purchase approved
(2) If four-cities multi -fuel plant approved
Cooperatives
Cajun Coops (3) 230 1310 n . a . n , a .
SLEMC0 None (.buys from Gulf States) 150 l60
(3) A group of 12 R.E.A, co-ops throughout Louisiana
Table 1. Generating Capacities and Peak Loads of Utilities Serving South Louisiana 
(from Stockholder Reports and interviews)
2.2 Existing Air C o n d i t i o n e r s . Nearly all of 
t o d a y ’s electric-powered air conditioners 
work on the principle of a reverse rankine- 
cycle heat engine, depicted in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Schematic Diagram of Reverse-Rankine 
Air Conditioning Cycle
Large stores, office buildings, and industrial 
complexes usually have 2 or 3 large air con­
ditioning units. Because of their size, these 
units are generally designed to run c ontinu­
ously. Turning them on and off is a c o m p l i ­
cated operation, arid usually done only a few 
times per year. Hospitals, office buildings, 
and shopping malls that were built before 1970 
are sometimes equipped with separate reheat 
coils. The air is cooled to a low temperature 
(perhaps as low as 55°F) to cause condensation 
of some of its water vapor. The air is then
reheated, by passing it over eith 
tubes or electrical resistance he 
desired temperature. This mode o
has led, in some c a s e s , to an en e
vation scheme whe re the reheat c 0
turned off. The result is an un c
cold building.
er hot water 





Most central air conditioners fo 
small commercial buildings are d 
intermittent operation. Their s 
from more than 10 Tons* (for ver 
to 5 tons for a large U-bedroom 
ton units for typical 3-bedroom 
2 1/2 tons for typical apartment 
mounting units are available in 
tons, but sizes above 1 ton requ 
lets, The compressor is control 
mostat. If the unit is undersiz 
(Qinside in F i S* 3) is entering 
faster than the evaporator can r 
the compressor w o n ’t turn off ti 
In this case, raising the thermo 
won't have any effect during the 
d a y .
r homes and 
esigned for 
ize ranges 
y large homes) 
home, thru 3- 
h o m e s , to 2- 
s . Window- 
sizes up to 2 
ire 230V. out- 
led by a ther- 
ed, and heat 
the building 




The market for air con 
saturated. Gulf State 
estimates that 8 5 $ of 
Baton Rouge area have 
air conditioners, and 
electric f a n s . 
its residential 
c o n d i t i o n i n g . 
not yet have
ditioners is nearly 
s' marketing department 
its customers in the 
either central or window 
1% of the remainder have 
icates that k0% of 
ave central air 
or people who do
11 probably be
L . P .& L . ind 
customers h 
Those few po 
air conditioning wi
*1 Ton of air conditioning = 12,000 BTU of 
cooling per hour
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slow in acquiring it because of the reces­
sion, inflation, and the high price of elec­
tricity. Additional electric demand from new 
air conditioners will grow no faster than new 
buildings are erected.
The insulation in the walls and ceilings of 
buildings in the area is often absent. Many 
of the older frame homes in New Orleans have 
only a couple of inches of insulation in the 
attic, and none in the walls. Only since 
1973 have the Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA) and the department of Housing and Urban 
Development (H U D ) begun requiring insulation 
standards in new construction. Some low in­
terest loans have been made available for in­
sulating older homes, but not much has actu­
ally been done. If the price of energy con­
tinues its steep climb, better insulation of 
existing buildings may evolve.
2.3 Operational Constraints. It has been 
the standard operating policy of the utili­
ties to serve whatever load the customers 
impose regardless of its time relationship. 
Some of the larger customers have a Demand 
Meter; if their consumption rate exceeds the 
agreed upon KW level, then a very expensive 
ratchet is imposed. The power companies say 
that the demand charge has the effect of 
limiting peak demand from large customers. Of 
course it does, but the constraint is put on 
these users whether it is day or night, hot 
weather or cool, irrespective of the system 
load (although some users have ’forgiveness' 
clauses for nighttime excesses).
More than 95$ of the electricity in south 
Louisiana is now derived from burning natural 
gas. Gas-fired boilers with their associated 
turbo-generators used to cost about $65/KW as 
recently as 1 9 6 7 . Typically, a gas generator 
would be bought, run for a few years in base 
or intermediate load service, and then as 
more efficient larger generators came on 
line, it would be relegated to short run o p ­
erations (perhaps only a few days in the heat 
of summer). Ultimately, these generators 
will be relegated to emergency standby status.
There are very few gas turbines in south 
Louisiana. NOPSI has two, and the city of 
Alexandria is thinking of buying one. Usually 
the utilities will fire up their old units 
for peak power. These units cannot be sub­
jected to diurnal on-off duty because thermal 
cycling of the boiler and turbo-generator 
causes breakdowns. Therefore, they run at 
low load (and lower efficiency) all night. 





30 60 90 120 Net M W
Fig. U. Summer and Winter Heat Rate Curves 
for 100 MWe Gas-Fired Turbo-generator Unit.
2.k Political Considerations. The investor- 
owned utilities and the coops are under the 
jurisdiction of the Louisiana Public Service 
Commission (PSC). The municipal utilities 
are under control of their respective mayors 
and councilmen. These elected officials 
must please the voters or be ousted. They 
must also keep the utilities viable.
The price of electricity is becoming a vola­
tile issue with consumer groups. Organized 
consumer opposition to the utilities caused 
the state Attorney General to order the 
Public Service Commission to hold public 
hearing to air the reasons for the large re­
cent increase in Fuel Price Adjustments,
These moves will probably delay revenues and 
rate increases the utilities need to expand.
The Interstate Commerce Commission affects 
utilities operations by controlling the 
amount of natural gas they can get from in-r 
terstate pipelines. In the past 2 years, 
NOPSI, Gulf States, and L.P.&L. have all 
been affected by curtailments. They had long­
term, low-price (20-25^/MBTU) contracts with 
United Gas Pipeline Company, which United has 
not been able to honor. There will be no 
such contracts in the future; now gas prices 
average about $1.00/MBTU, contracts are for 
two or three years at most, with price to be 
renegotiated annually. Before long, the 
price of gas will probably be nearly the same 
as oil for equivalent energy, namely $2.50- 
$3.00/MBTU. That will mean that electricity 
will cost 3.7<£/KWh for residential consumers 
(up b0%) . The Stevenson Bill, introduced in 
the U.S. Senate, would have placed intrastate 
gas under control of the Department of Com­
merce, too. However, after 15 months, that 
bill is still in committee, and it is doubtful 
if it will be enacted any time soon.
The utilities in southern Louisiana are part 
of the Southwest Power Pool, which is a con­
trol region of the Federal Power Commission. 
They are also under the Jurisdiction of an 
international body, the North American Power 
Systems Interchange Commission (includes 
Canada). These bodies regulate the frequency 
and flow of power between neighboring utili­
ties, and also set reserve requirements for 
reliability.
The Louisiana PSC does not review the utili­
ties' plans for expansion, other than re­
quiring them to use standard accounting pro­
cedures to recover the expense of new power 
plants. In contrast to many other states, the 
PSC has not seen fit to assign service terri­
tories to the various utilities. The only 
rule is that if a prospective customer wants 
power, and only one utility has a line within 
300' of him, he must buy from them. If more 
than one company has a power line that's close 
to him, or if no company does, then he can 
negotiate with dif'-erent companies. Thus 
utilities, which are supposed to be regulated 
monopolies, are not really monopolies at all. 
The history of this competition has resulted 
in gerrymandered and still unsettled bound­
aries between companies.
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The coops can get low-interest loans from the
Rural Electrification Administration, and the 
cities can sell tax-free bonds , which makes 
it easier for them to expand. Sometimes 
cities "boundaries expand and take customers 
from surrounding rural areas; the city of 
Lafayette engulfed 7000 of S L E M C O 's customers 
in the last d e c a d e .
2.5 Economic s and the state of the local 
economy weigh heavily when decisions are made 
about expanding electrical capacity. Whereas 
generating facilities used to cost less than 
$70/KW, now new coal-fired stations with p o l ­
lution controls cost more than $300/KW, and 
an additional large investment is required 
for unit trains or coal slurry pipelines. 
Nuclear plants cost $600/KW, "but their fuel 
is almost free compared to fossil fuels. The 
new plants come in large sizes (500-600 MWe 
is typical for a coal-fired unit, and 850-1150 
MWe for a nuclear plant), and the capital r e ­
quired to build one is beyond the capability 
of the municipalities or any but the largest 
investor-owned utilities. Some joint v e n ­
tures are being discussed. Morgan City, 
Opelousas, Thibodeaux, and Natchitoches are 
looking into a jointly-owned 115 MWe plant 
(site unspecified) that would burn petroleum 
coke, coal, or any other fossil fuel, Cajun 
Co-ops, a consortium of 12 R.E.A. c o o p e r a ­
tives, has a thriving generation enterprize 
going at New Roads, Louisiana; they have two 
115 MWe gas/oil units going now, and two 5*+0 
MWe coal-fired stations planned for late 1978 
and early 1980. The 1978 (or ’79) unit will 
be the first coal-fired station in south 
Loui s i a n a .
The price of electricity is rising more 
rapidly than general inflation. Most of this 
is due to higher fuel costs, but a good share 
is due to the high cost of expansion. (See 
Table 2) Most of the estimates (made eight 
or ten years ago) of how much electricity 
would be needed in 1 9 7 5  were based on e x p o ­
nential extrapolations of then-current growth 
rates of 12-lh% per year. These far-sighted 
plans overshot the mark, and the result is
A v e . Use
Fuel Cost R e s . Price P e r C u s t ,
L.P.&L. . 31*+<£/kwh
1973
1.99 / kwh 1159*+
Gulf States . 378 2.1*5 10819
CLEC0 .297 2.5*+ 8937
NOPSI . 310 2. 2 8 9398
197*+
L.P.&L. . *+l*+ <£/kwh 2.17 <£/kwh 112U9
Gulf States .6l*+ 2.85 105*+9
CLEC0 . 5 1 0 2 . 9 0 8733
NOPSI . 7l*+ 2. 9 2 8538
Table 2. Fuel Costs, Residential Price, and 
Average Residential Consumption of Electricity 
in 1973 and 197*+. (ref. 3)
that most utilities in the region are over­
built. CLEC0 has *+9$ excess capacity,
L.P.&L. has 33$ excess capacity, and the city 
of Lafayette will soon have lh0% excess ca­
pacity. As can be seen for Table 2, while 
the price of fuel is increasing rapidly, it 
still only accounted for 2 0 . 7 I of the cost 
of electricity in 1 9 7 *+.
The long-term projections did not consider 
the elasticity of electrical demand with 
price. Besides short-term conservation 
(doing without), over the coming decade there 
will be a strong incentive to improve effi­
ciency by putting insulation in buildings, 
replacing worn out appliances with new ones 
that can do the same job with less energy, 
and architectural improvements.
The economic future of Louisiana is somewhat 
clouded by the fact that our number 1 indus­
try is running out of gas. The unemployment 
rate in the state has been less than the 
national average so far in the present re­
cession, because the state's industrial 
economy is based on natural gas and oil. 
(5 2 , 0 0 0  persons are employed directly in oil 
and gas exploration and production, and many 
more in industries using them.) However, 
production of both gas and oil have been d e ­
clining since 1970; see Table 3.
197*+ 1973 1972 1971 1970
Thou BBls
Oil I  day j 888 1039 1201 1296 1303
Nat Gas
(109 f t 3/ d a y ) 11.77 13.3*+ 1 *+. 5 8 iH.77 1 5 . 0 6
Table 3. Oil and Gas Production in Louisiana 
Since 1970
It is doubtful if oil and gas will continue 
to provide employment in the state; the re­
verse is more l i k e l y — shortages of gas and 
oil may cause people to move. It is also 
very possible that these fossil fuels may be 
legally and forcefully phased out of use as 
boiler fuels within the next decade, if price 
alone is not sufficient to accomplish this 
end. The Texas Railroad Commission has a l ­
ready (June, 1975) held hearings on the 
advisability of outlawing use of natural gas 
as a boiler fuel. The Federal Energy 
Administration actively intervenes whenever 
a utility proposes to build a new gas-fired 
generation plant. However, since new f a cil­
ities are so costly, and fuel costs are 
rising sharply, the unamortized cost of the 
old cheap generators will become less signif­
icant .
2.6 R e s o u r c e s . Everyone can see that gas 
and oil are going to be increasingly hard to 
get, particularly if intrastate commerce gets 
expropriated for national use. Gulf States' 
philosophy is that nuclear is the way to go, 
although they are also planning a coal-fired 
station near Lake Charles. L.P.&L. also had 
big nuclear plans but on June 26 they an­
nounced cancellation of two reactors that 
were to have been built near Rosalie, 
Louisiana. Louisiana is b l essed with several 
large rivers, including the Mississippi and 
the Atchafalaya, which could supply cooling
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water for several nuclear power stations. 
Unfortunately, there i s n ’t much topographical 
gradient to enable harnessing all that water 
for hydroelectric generation.
Coal must be shipped from Wyoming or Montana. 
The railroads aren't adequate to handle the 
volume that would be required, and there are 
no navigable waterways that go the whole 
distance. South Louisiana also has under­
ground salt domes; these might be valuable 
storage resources for crude oil or compressed 
air (see Energy Storage below), even though 
their oil reservoirs(if any) have been 
depleted.
2.7 The Demographic constraint is: How many 
people will live in the area, and what socio­
economic class will they be in? It is impos­
sible to predict what effect migration will 
have on south Louisiana's population, but 
over the thirty years it takes to amortize a 
power plant, it would seem that out-migration 
is at least as likely as in-migration, due to 
the aforementioned depletion of oil and gas. 
Therefore, considering only intrinsic growth 
and a continuation of present trends in birth 
rates, Table 1+ was created. Table 1+ indicates 
that population growth in the state will slow. 
Although deaths will probably not exceed 
births for several decades, the birthrate is 
now very close to the replacement level. The 
rate was about 2.35 children/woman for the
Whether upward mobility of people from the 
lower classes to the middle class, and the 
middle class to the upper class will continue 
remains to be seen. In the face of general 
economic malaise and a declining industrial 
base, it would seem that substantial im­
provements are no more likely than status 
quo, or perhaps even regression.
2.8 Reliability. The power companies are 
tied together as part of the national elec­
tric grid. They are committed to help each 
other in times of unscheduled outages. In 
order that blackouts be prevented, 'spinning 
reserves' of 61 above the maximum hourly 
load, and standby reserves of 10$ additional 
(or equal to the size of the largest region­
al generator, if that is more) are required. 
Since the big New England blackout of 1966, 
the FPC has mandated that companies on the 
national grid have selective load-shedding 
relays (underfrequency-tripped). These re­
lays make a few scattered local blackouts 
more likely than a blackout of an entire 
system.
2.9 The climate on the Gulf Coast is warm 
and humid. About one hurricane hits some­
where in the region each year . The daily 
weather is apparently a random process (with 
auto-correlation extending about three days, 
and spatial correlation at least as large as 
south Louisiana) superimposed on the regular
Age Groups
Year ON
-3"1—11O 15.0-21+ .9 25.0-3U.9 35.0-1*1* .9 1*5.0-61+ .9 65 + Total
1970 8 8 1 . 2 5lU .2 3llt .2 299 515.8 231+ .3 2759
1975 8 1 2 . 2 5^3.8 392.0 309.7 526.7 277.7 28621980 7 I+8 . 1+ 536.2 UUU . 3 31*5.6 539.7 312.6 2927
1985 679.7 511.6 1*66.8 1*03,6 571.3 3l*l ,6 29751990 630.1+ 1+77.0 1*66.8 1*39.5 618.5 369.7 3002
1995 596.7 1+1+1 .8 1+50.9 1+57.5 670.9 1*00,2 30182000 568.U 1+38.2 1*2 6 . 9 1+58.3 718.3 1+33.5 3 01* 1*
Table 1+. Proj ected Population (Thousands) of South Louisiana, 1975-2000, by age groups ,
five years prior to the 1970 census, and it 
has declined appreciably since then. The 
effects of these changes in the population 
will be:
1. More, but smaller homes
2. More people in the workforce; hence, more 
spending money for this group
3. More older people on limited budget
Item (l) will tend to increase base and peak 
loads and will probably decrease the load 
factor.
Item (2) will increase the base demand, but 
may well improve the load factor, if such 
things as electric cars become popular. How­
ever, a larger percentage of workers in ser­
vice jobs instead of heavy industry, or a 
shortened work week may worsen the load fac­
tor .
Item (3) will tend to decrease per capita 
consumption of electricity, but the load fac­
tor will also decrease.
day/night cycle. Successful attempts have 
been made to correlate peak demand with 
weather variables (ref. 1,2). Our group is 
attempting to simultaneously extract weather 
correlations, the effect of 'conservation 
consciousness', price, and market saturation 
on electrical d e m a n d . As of this writing, 
the results are not in; but hopefully they 
will be done before October.
The climate was apparently cooling down prior 
to 1970. Since then, it has been holding 
fairly steady. See Fig. 5-
Environmentally, natural gas was good. With 
the exception of trace elements, its combus­
tion products are water and carbon dioxide. 
There was some concern about the environ­
mental effects of waste heat; but the abun­
dance of bayous and rivers in South Louisiana 
has kept that problem almost unnoti c e a b l e . 
Nuclear plants increase the amount of waste 
heat per kilowatt by 25-30$, but there should 
be no problem getting cooling water at se­
lected sites in Louisiana.
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2 9 0 0  •
Degree Days*/year
2 8 0 0  •
1 9 6 H 1 9 6 6  1 9 6 8  1970 1972 1 9 7 1*
Fig. 5. Twenty-year Running Average of 
Degree Days* of Cooling Measured in New 
Orlean s (Ref. 3)
The high humidity makes cooling towers less 
attractive in this climate than in dryer 
places. Some are used, however, for small 
power stations such as those in the city of 
Lafayette. Occasionally, these will cause 
fog on winter days, but almost never ice.
Coal will be a new experience for utilities 
in Louisiana. It is known to be messy, and 
the containment of acidic seepage from coal 
storage piles will be a worse problem here 
because of our 5 0 - 6 0  inches of rainfall per 
year. Controlling stack emissions will be 
especially critical for the Nelson Station 
plant Gulf States if planning to build in 
Lake Charles, because that area is already 
heavily industrialized. The Louisiana State 
Department of Conservation is firmly in favor 
of nuclear plants, instead of coal. However, 
electricity is necessary; and electricity 
from coal is better than no electricity at 
a l l .
2.10 Life S t y l e s . Besides air conditioning, 
there are several other factors that con t r i b ­
ute to electric load peaking. Foremost among 
these is the diurnal work cycle that most 
businesses and some industries adhere to. 
Having all the office workers on duty Monday- 
Friday from 8:00 a.m. to U:30 p.m., and most 
commercial establishments open from 9 : 0 0  a.m. 
to 6 : 0 0  p.m. is primarily a matter of custom, 
rather than necessity. The superposition of 
the business/industrial load on top of r e s i ­
dential loads causes peak demands on weekdays, 
never on weekends. It might be feasible for 
some offices to be open from 6:30 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m.; and others from 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 
p.m. Some businesses might find it profitable 
to schedule a siesta break from noon to 2:30 
p.m. The incentive to stagger work hours 
could be largely taken from the need to cur­
tail c o m m u t e r s ’ traffic jams in New Orleans, 
Baton Rouge, and Lafayette.
Usually, the peak hour seen by the utilities 
in this region has been U : 0 0  or 5 : 0 0  p.m.; 
occasionally, 6:00 p.m. This coincides 
closely with the time many people cook supper. 
Well publicized peak-load pricing might 
cause some gradual evolutionary changes in the 
way people live, but it won't happen o v e r ­
*Degree-days = (Daily mean dry bulb temp. -65° 
F) x (No. of Days Temp. Exceeds 65°F)
night. The experiments the Federal Energy 
Administration is sponsoring in Vermont, 
Arizona, Arkansas, Connecticut, Los Angeles, 
New Jersey, and Ohio trying various schemes 
to cut back on peak power demands are being 
followed with great interest. (Ref. 5)
2.11 Lead Times. Because of impending fuel 
shortages, and no place to build, NOPSI is 
planning to fade out of the business of 
making electricity. The planning horizon for 
electric utilities has usually been 5-10 yrs. 
in the future for generators. L.P.&L.'s 
Waterford #3 Nuclear Plant will have taken 
12 years to come to fruition when it is 
finally ready in 1 9 8 1 . Gas-fired units used 
to be conceived, planned, and built in about 
four years. Now that the utilities are faced 
with the need of knowing their generation 
needs a decade in advance, and coping with 
the economic, political, resource availabil­
ity, and demographic uncertainties (not to 
mention major disrupting events, such as a 
war); they may as well look a little further. 
With the population approaching a stable 
condition, and conventional energy resources 
being rapidly depleted, perhaps someone in 
the utilities' planning departments needs to 
ask the question: What is the probability
that our system load will exceed the present 
value by say, Uo%, 10 years from now, and 
continue to exceed it for at least 30 years 
after that?
3. OBJECTIVE DEFINITION
After some discussion, the group decided that 
a reasonable objective would be as shown in 
Fig. 1: To cut the peak demand for el e c t r i c ­
ity in South Louisiana by 5% below the a n t i c ­
ipated peak for 1 9 8 0 . From the official 
forecasts of the major utilities, and esti­
mation of the load growth for the m u n i c i p a l ­
ities and coops, a total maximum load of 13.5 
GWe in 1 9 8 0  is expected. Based on what 
happened last year (a decline in average use 
per residential customer--Table 2), this f ig­
ure used is probably too high. 12.0 GWe will 
probably be closer to the truth; even that 
represents a 38% increase over 1 9 7 ^'s peak.
5% of 12.0 GWe is 600 MWe, which is about the 
size of any one of the four coal-fired sta­
tions (Gulf States' plant at Lake Charles, 
CLECO's. plant at Nachitoches, or either of 
Cajun Co-ops' two units at New Roads) being 
scheduled for completion within the 1979-1981 
time frame. Hopefully, if one of these g e n ­
erators isn't needed, that will save 
$200,000,000 besides avoiding pollution. An 
alternate view is if they are built, then 6 0 0  
MWe of gas-fired generators can be phased out 
earlier, which may be necessitated by a fuel 
shortage. In the absence of proscriptive 
legislation, the former is more likely than 
the latter; since $200,000,000 will buy eight 
y e a r s ' worth of natural gas for a pair of 300 
MWe generators, even if gas costs 10/kwh. If 
the coal-fired generating plants are built, 
then the old gas/oi1-fired plants will still 
be there and available for peaking service; 
and shortage of peaking capacity would be no 
problem, unless there is no fuel available. 
Thus, the primary target of a peak-shaving
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effort in South Louisiana would he to save 
the utilities from heavy capital investment 
in new plants, not to save scarce fuels.
U. CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES
1+. l Modify the Rate Structure. The existing
rate structures are of the declining block
type . Typical is the one now in effect for
the c ity of Lafayette (see Table 5).
First 50 kwh per/mo. costs $,. 01+7 5 /kwh
Next 50 kwh per/mo. costs . 0U00/kwh
Next 200 kwh per/mo. costs . 0275/kwh
Next 150 kwh per/mo. costs . 0 2 2 5 /kwh
All over 1+50 kwh per/mo. .0ll+5/kwh
Table 5- Residential Electric Rates for the 
City of Lafayette (197*0
Lafayette also gives all-electric homes the 
following price breaks: May through October, 
all kwh above 300 are billed at $0.012/kwh. 
November through May, all kwh above 300 kwh/ 
mo. are billed at $0.0l/kwh.
The rates for commerc 




First 100 kwh per/mo. costs $. 0 6 /kwh
Next 200 kwh per/mo. costs . d+5/kwh
Next 1700 kwh per/mo costs .03/kwh
Next 8000 kwh per/mo. costs .02 5/kwh
All over 10,000 kwh p er/mo . .02/kwh
Table 6. Commercial 
in Lafayette (197*0
and Small Industry Rates
The large industries' rate is l e s s . (see
Table 7)
First 50,000 kwh per/mo. costs $.015/kwh 
Next 150,000 kwh per/mo. costs .0125/kwh
All over 200,000 kwh per/mo. .008/kwh
Table 7. Large Commercial and Industrial 
Rates in Lafayette (1971+)
In addition to energy consumption (.kwh), 
large users must pay $2.00/kw for their 
highest 15-minute demand at any time during 
the month, and $1.50/kw for each maximum kw 
above 1+0.
Christmas lights or turning off a few lights 
at night won't cut peak demand at all, but 
if will decrease the utilities' load factor.
Another type of change would be to flatten 
the rate structure; leave the first blocks 
unchanged, but increase the rate in the 
higher-usage blocks. This would penalize the 
big users, particularly in the months when 
they are using a lot. Summertime conserva­
tion in homes with central air conditioning 
would be one result. There would also be a 
lot of complaints from people who see a pro­
nounced increase in their bill. An increase 
in the bill to industries or commerce would 
have to be passed on to their customers 
(who may not live in Louisiana). Closely 
related is the suggestion that subsidies to 
all-electric homes be dropped; if done to 
existing homes as well as new ones, this 
would cause some people's electric bills to 
nearly double. Furthermore, in the decades 
ahead, all-electric homes may be a necessity 
unless solar homes are marketed.
The 'lifeline' concept, which calls for 
lowering the first block while raising the 
others, is a way to subsidize poor people-- 
to shield them from the effects of rising 
energy prices. In Lafayette, only Q% of the 
residential customers used less than 100 kwh 
in July, 1971 and 26% were less than 1+00 kwh. 
Therefore, it is unlikely that a 'lifeline' 
rate structure would have much effect on 
total energy consumption. The people who 
would see the biggest percentage increase in 
their bills would be the middle class, those 
whose maximum consumption is around 2000 kwh 
in July. The effect on them would be the 
same as a blanket increase (see above).
The declining block rate structure, together 
with the Fuel Price Adjustment, is an attempt 
to bill fairly. There are three components 
of cost to be recovered.
(l) Billing fee. This includes at least the 
cost of the meter, the cost to read the 
meter, and the cost to mail the bill 
and deposit the payment. In practice, 
it also includes a substantial part of 
the general office and operation over­
head costs.
The rates in the tables above are basic 
rates; there is an additional 'Fuel Cost 
Adjustment' (which was $.0052*+/kwh in June, 
1975) which is added to everybody's bill.
There have been several ways suggested to 
change the rate structure. These are dis­
cussed below, along with their probable re­
sult with respect to peak demand. Other 
significant consequences are also mentioned.
The first type of change is simply a blanket 
increase of all rates, retaining the declin­
ing block structure. This would spread the 
the burden equally among all customers, and 
nobody would see a pronounced increase if his 
usage remained constant. However, increasing 
prices would precipitate year-round conser­
vation efforts. Refraining from putting up
(2) Demand charge. This is where the cap­
ital investment in distribution lines 
and transformers, transmission lines, 
and generators must be recovered. Gen­
erally, this equipment must all be sized 
for the maximum demand, and the cost is 
there whether the demand is or not.
(3) Energy charge. This should be just the 
cost of the fuel; it should already be 
separated out as the Fuel Cost Adjust­
ment .
An increasing block rate structure has been 
suggested as a way to promote conservation of 
energy. It probably would do that; but in 
order to cut peak demand, it would have to 
induce people to turn off their air condi­
tioners on the hottest day of the summer. If
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imposed on large industries, it would impel 
them to put in their own generators.
Finally, a seasonal rate structure has been 
suggested. Ideally, such a rate structure 








F M A M J J A S O N D  
A Seasonal Rate Structure Designed 
Peak Demand and Improve Load Factor
Time-of-day pricing for electricity has been 
suggested. This would require new meters in 
most places, although some large customers 
are already sufficiently instrumented. Sup­
pose, for instance, that Gulf States imposed 
time-of-day rates on SLEMCO. That would 
really be no different than the normal costs- 
of-operation that the nature of the system 
imposes on Gulf States when they have to gen­
erate peaking power. What would SLEMCO do? 
They would probably inform their customers 
via their monthly magazine. What would 
SLEMCO's customers do? Probably nothing, 
because each would tell himself that what­
ever he might do would make such a small sub­
traction from the system load that it would 
not even be noticed. If each customer had 
his own time-of-day meter, it would be dif­
ferent: his actions would make a noticeable 
difference in his bill.
The structure shown in Fig. 6 would call 
people’s attention to the fact that summer­
time peak demands are the biggest reason 
their electricity costs so much. But such a 
drastic price rise would probably cause a 
consumer revolt, such as the one that oc­curred in Thibodeaux, Louisiana, this year 
when people got their June bills. These pro­
tests would undoubtedly lead to the sugges­
tions that the summertime costs be blended 
into bills for the whole year, which would 
miss the whole point.
All the rate structures discussed so far have 
the advantage that they could be implemented 
using existing metering equipment. But they 
share a common disadvantage in that they 
don't really focus on the problem. The peak 
demand only occurs once/year, usually there 
are fewer than lU days per year when the 
peak demand is within 5$ of the maximum—  
these are hot weekdays. Those are the only 
days when anything needs to be done about peak 
demand. All of the rate schedule changes 
mentioned will cause someone to cut back more 
during times when it doesn't help (evenings, 
cool days) than during the hours when a cut­
back is really needed.
It would be possible to install more Demand 
Meters on small businesses and even resi­
dences. However, since the composite load 
is the sum of randomly switched small loads, 
a Demand Meter would penalize at random un­
less positive steps were taken to assure that 
major electrical appliances were not being 
run simultaneously. In an all-electric home, 
one could set up a S.P.D.T. relay to assure 
that the water heater and the air conditioner 
did not run simultaneously, and another to 
supply the dryer or the range. This would 
result in some inconveniences.
When one considers the whole system, it is 
doubtful if Demand Meters would do much to 
trim the maximum peak unless the sum of the 
individual allotments was not much bigger 
than the system peak. This is because peak 
demand is driven by the sun, the time of day, 
and the day of the week; when these are all 
in conjunction, everybody will be wanting 
electricity, and they will take all they can 
have .
The problem with this is that the meters 
cost too much. The best scheme using present 
equipment has two meters and a timer; the 
timer turns on one meter at night and the 
other during the day. The timer is electri­
cally driven with a mechanical spring backup 
in case of a power outage. Some modifica­
tions of this meter are suggested: use a
photo-electric sensor and daylight as the 
timer, instead of an electric clock; this 
gets away from the re-synchronization pro­
blem, and it also would put a seasonal com­
ponent (due to short days in the winter) into 
the rate schedule. It may also be worth­
while to run both meters part of the time, to 
accentuate the cost of peak power. Also, a 
seven-day timer might be used to allow use of 
low priced electricity all day on the week­
ends . (see Fig. 7)
Price per KWh
Fig. 7* Suggestion for Using Two Meters for 
Time-of-Day Pricing.. Meter itl's Reading 
Cost 2<£/kwh and Meter it2 Cost h<f:/kwh.
A double meter with timer costs about $60.00. 
If we consider this as a goal, then it would 
seem that the problem could be solved by a 
meter based on a digital microprocessor. 
Electronic adding machines with 8-digit LED 
readouts now sell for less than $10.00, so a 
mass market for sophisticated kwh meters 
could produce a reasonably low price. Con­
ceptually, the meter would consist of a bat­
tery with recharger, wrap-around current- 
sensors similar to a clamp-on ammeter, volt­
age pickoffs (say, a lKfi resistor in series 
with a 50fi resistor connected between each of 
the hot wires and the neutral). There would 
have to be a solid-state differential ampli­
fier which could be connected in turn to each 
of the four input busses (two currents, two
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voltages) using solid state switching. The 
microprocessor could be programmed to do an 
analog-to-digital conversion for one voltage; 
and then, one cycle later, read the corre­
sponding current. It could then calculate 
their product and store it. The sampling in­
stant could be timed so that different por­
tions of the waveform were sampled in succes­
sion, to give the true RMS product. The same 
thing could be done for the voltage and cur­
rent in the other incoming line. A few times 
per hour, the accumulated product (watts) 
could be multiplied by easily-generated 
weighing factors to get weighed time-of-day 
kwhr. It would be feasible to have weekly, 
monthly, and semi-annual changes in the 
weighing factors built in with no additional 
hardware. The batteries would keep it run­
ning through power outages without losing 
track of time. It would probably be neces­
sary to control the temperature environment 
in which the microprocessor works, and there 
is some question whether it would run for a 
decade or more without attention. But if 
time-of-day metering is desirable, particu­
larly sophisticated time-of-day metering with 
gradually-tapering rates that cuts out week­
ends and focuses on the hottest part of the 
summer, then microprocessors look good.
The cost of time-of-day meters, even for res­
idential customers, need not be prohibitive. 
It would only be about $1.00/month if amor­
tized over 8 years. Furthermore, not every­
body needs to have a meter. An announcement 
that time-of-day rates will be used, based on 
meters in substations supplying residential 
areas, may be sufficient. If an individual 
customer has reason to believe that his usage 
is significantly different than the average, 
and he's willing to pay $1.00/month to prove 
it, he can have his own time-of-day meter.
A possible problem with block-jump rate 
structures such as that shown in Fig. 7 is 
that they may prompt the use of automatic 
load controllers by many customers; this in 
turn, means that lots of loads will be turn­
ing off or on just before or just after the 
price break time. This could have devas­
tating consequences to the transient stabil­
ity of the power system. Gradual transitions 
could be implemented using microprocessor 
meters, or by assigning different break times 
to different customers.
By itself, time-of-day metering would cause 
the following reactions: Residential users 
would set the thermostat up during the after­
noon and perhaps delay the cooking of dinner 
until after the price break. Those with 
electric water heaters might install timers 
to keep them from turning on during peak 
hours, if the timers were simple to install 
and didn't cost more than a few dollars. Some 
commercial users might turn off part of their 
lights during peak hours, as well as set the 
thermostat up. Some industries and govern­
mental establishments might go so far as to 
install load programmers that would allow or 
inhibit starting of some pumps, compressors, 
fans, etc. depending on the time of day.
There would probably be a strong market for
time of day meters with auxiliary contacts 
for automatically controlling loads as well 
as the meter. If the rate differential were 
3:1, it might be reasonably expected that an 
average residential user could trim his aver­
age daily maximum by 10%. However, on the 
hottest day of the summer, the peak would be 
trimmed less than that (perhaps 5%) because 
undersized air conditioners would be running 
continuously even though their setpoint was 
raised.
If the time-of-day rate structure were kept 
in effect all year, it would cause some load 
flattening with attendant increase in the ef­
ficiency of the generators being used. Also, 
all-year operation of time-of-day metering 
will tend to habitualize load scheduling. 
However, people are bound to question the 
necessity of doing something all year to cope 
with a problem that occurs only on weekdays 
in July or August.
b,2. More Efficient Air Conditioning. An 
examinationoftheARI date (ref, q) reyeals 
that there is some room for improvement in 
efficiency. For example, a Bryant 3-ton cen­
tral air conditioner takes 6.8 K W , while a 
Westinghouse 3-ton unit requires only 5.1 K W . 
However, most brands are between 5.7 and 6.3 
K W , a variance of only 10$. Heat pumps are 
slightly more efficient; the best 3-ton heat 
pump listed needs U.U K W . These savings are 
too small to attract the attention of most 
customers. They are more interested in price 
and immediate availability. With the present 
price of electricity, and assuming 5 year 
ownership of the unit, the difference in price 
between the most efficient unit and an average 
unit would have to be less than $150 for there 
to be an economic advantage for the efficient 
unit. Air conditioner dealers do have ARI's 
Energy Efficiency Rating book available for 
customers to look at; but according to Pat 
Richard at Marine Electric, few of them take the trouble to do it. Unfortunately, most 
people go shopping for an air conditioner when 
the heat's on; either their air conditioner is 
broken, or they are buying their first one; 
either way, it's usually important to them to 
get immediate relief. Shopping for an air 
conditioner under these conditions is like 
going into a grocery store ravenously hungry.
Maintenance can help improve the efficiency of 
an air conditioner. Changing the filter once 
a month (at a cost of about $.8 0) can increase 
the efficiency of the unit 20% by improving 
heat transfer from the evaporator coils (pos­
sible savings, $U.OO per month for an average 
central air conditioning unit). Periodic pre­
ventive maintenance (cleaning the coils, re­
building the compressor) could also enhance 
the efficiency of an air conditioning system. 
However, according to Mr. Richard, fewer than 
1/b of the people who own air conditioners do 
anything other than change filters; they just 
wait until it breaks down. The average life- 
expectancy of a central air conditioning unit 
in South Louisiana is 8-12 years. Implying 
from the growth record of electric demand that 
a lot of new air conditioners were bought in 
the period between 1965 and 1970, it follows
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that this next five years will bring a strong 
replacement market. If advertisements for 
air conditioners included running costs as 
well as purchase price; and if it were m a n ­
dated that the price tag should also carry 
that information, then there would be a po­
tential gain of about 10# in efficiency, 
which would translate to a decrease in peak 
demand of about 1.5# on the hottest day of 
the summer. Better maintenance would c o n ­
tribute another 2# reduction.
Putting the air conditioner in the shade 
lowers the ambient temperature to which heat 
must be rejected, and enhances the efficiency 
of the unit about 9%, for 10°F of difference 
in the ambient temperature surrounding the 
condenser coils. Drawing draperies on the 
sunny side of the house helps some, pa r t i c u ­
larly if the drapes are equipped with r e ­
flective backing. However, awnings or trees 
to shade the outside of windows help more, 
since visible light is degraded to infrared 
when it encounters objects inside the b u i l d ­
ing, and infrared cannot exit through glass 
(greenhouse effect).
Another thing that can be done to improve the 
efficiency of the air conditioning system in 
homes is to cool the attic. In the absence 
of vent i H a t  i on , some attics get as warm as 
150° on a hot summer afternoon. Wind powered 
ventillators help some, but the hottest day 
of the summer is usually characterized by 
negligable wind speed; therefore, it is 
questionable how much wind-turbines would 
trim the peak demand. An on-going research 
project being pursued by Mr. Bakewell and Mr. 
Whitney of our group is an investigation of 
a house model. In this model, various p a r a ­
meters such as the attic temperature will be 
varied to determine what effect they have on 
the heat transfer rate into the house. On the 
other hand, a powered roof ventillator can 
cool the attic to about 95°- This can cut 
the cooling requirement by as much as 1/3. A 
powered roof vent costs about $120, including 
installation (a do-it-yourselfer can put one 
in for about $75). The potential saving 
would be about $10/month (based on today's 
electricity prices) for the three hottest 
summer months, and less for other cooling 
months. The fan motor itself consumes about 
2 kwh/day in the hot months, and an estimated 
1 kwh/day in April, May, and September, or 
about 1+50 kwh per season (cost is approxi­
mately $12.00). Therefore, it would take about 
1+ years of operation for a power ventillator 
to pay for itself. Higher-priced electricity 
would cut that to one or two years.
Better insulation would also help. If c e i l ­
ing insulation is increased in thickness from 
2" to 6", that will cut vertical heat t r a n s ­
fer in half, which would trim the overall 
heat load by 20-30#, depending on the shape
of the house. Better insulation in the walls 
could trim the heat load by another 10#, but 
the cost-effectiveness of putting insulation 
in walls is less, since the sun strikes them 
obliquely and only for part of the day. The 
cost to insulate an attic is about $200 for 
an average home (half that for d o - i t - y o u r ­
selfers). Therefore, in a trade-off b e ­
tween an attic ventillator and more insu­
lation, the ventillator looks better when 
only cooling requirements are considered. 
However, insulation saves energy and money 
in the wintertime, too.
One simple suggestion that appears to have 
merit is to install a leaky pipe along the 
apex of the roof. With water trickling 
over the roof, the sun's heat would go to 
evaporate the water instead of heat the 
house. Evaporating 5 gallons of water per 
hour takes about 36,000 BTU, which is 
equivalent to a 3-ton air conditioner. That 
much water would probably not be a burden 
for the municipal water system. We have no 
data on how much this would cut electric 
consumption, but it would be an interesting 
expe r i m e n t .
An insulation standard should be written 
into the building code, and no one should 
be allowed to buy or rent a dwelling that 
doesn't meet the standard. This code could 
be applied retroactively to existing struc­
tures by requiring an inspection when there 
is a change in occupancy if the building 
has not been previously inspected.
1+. 3 Energy S t o r a g e . Several possible ways 
of storing energy at night for use in the 
daytime were considered. Storing water b e ­
hind dams is done in Oklahoma (which sup­
plies about 25MW to the R.E.A. coops in the 
region); also, TVA has a seasonal inter­
change arrangement with Gulf States (about 
7 5 M W ) . The Toledo-Bend reservoir on the 
Sabine River between Texas and Louisiana 
can supply about 50MW of peaking power. All 
together, the hydro-storage potential 
amounts to only about 2# of the maximum 
system load, and it cannot increase much.
One way the municipalities could store 
energy would be to construct surface stor­
age facilities for water. Most of the 
culinary water used in cities and towns in 
South Louisiana comes from wells several 
hundred feet deep. JEf a million gallons 
were pumped into a tank at night from a 
depth of 6 0 0 ', that would represent 1.8 x 
10^ kwhr of stored energy. This could take 
the place of 300 KW spread across six hours 
of hot afternoon. The 300 KW are worth $600 
apiece, so a million gallon surface storage 
tank would be worth $180,000. New pumps 
may not be needed if it were decided to run 
the existing pumps all night to fill a new 
tank. The cost to build such a tank would 
probably be around $150,000, so it might be 
worth d o i n g .
A scheme has been proposed and is under 
active investigation by the Middle South 
Utilities (see ref. 7) in which compressed 
air would be forced into a salt dome for­
mation at night. During the afternoon, the 
air would come out through a low pressure 
turbine that would supplement the torque of 
a conventional steam turbine on the same 
shaft. No one has tried this scheme yet, 
and until someone does, any attempt to guess
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how efficient it might he would be pr e ­
mature .
It has been suggested that solar energy be 
stored in hot water. The size of a 1.5KW 
(maximum when the sun hits it squarely) solar 
water heater would be about Urn2 , if it were 
optimally oriented. For a do-it-yourselfer, 
the materials would cost about $U00-500 ($200 
for copper tubing, $50 for support frame, $50 
for night-bypass controls, and $150 for a 
storage tank). For this investment, the 
owner could harvest about 2000 kwh of 'free* 
solar energy per year , or enough to heat 
about 10,000 gallons of hot water per year. 
This, of course, would have to be supple­
mented by the regular hot water heater; 
since several cloudy days in succession are 
common in Louisiana. At 3^/kwh, it would 
take almost 10 years to recoup the cost of 
the investment in the water heater. The 
plumbing provisions of the building codes 
would have to be modified to allow putting 
solar water heaters on roofs. An alternate 
suggestion would be to embed some pipes in 
the driveway. It wouldn't be an optimal 
orientation, and they would have to be 
drained in the wintertime to prevent freez­
ing; but it would not be unsightly. Inasmuch 
as only about 15# of the residential custom­
ers in Louisiana have electric hot water 
heaters, it is doubtful if solar hot water 
heaters curtail the electric peak load by a 
significant amount in the forseeable future.
However, for those customers that do have 
electric hot water heaters, it may be worth­
while to install large (at least 100 gal.) 
storage tanks that could be filled at night . 
If such tanks were well-insulated (or put in 
a hot attic), it would be possible to turn 
the water heater off during the day. The 
usage of hot water by residential customers 
during the peak hours (2-6PM) is less than 
in the morning or evening; so the contribu­
tion of water heaters to the peak demand is 
quite small. Hot water storage could trim 
peak demand by about 0.5# if everyone with 
electric heaters refrained from turning them 
on during the peak hours.
Electric energy storage in batteries was 
considered; but the cost of batteries to 
store, say, 20 kwh of energy would be more 
than $1000, and the inverter and charger 
would cost about $300 more. The batteries 
wear out and the life expectancy of the 
electronics is short compared to 30 years. 
Even as a source of emergency power after a 
hurricane, this scheme is not economical. 
Similarly, fuel cells for small scale instal­
lations are prohibitively expensive. Large 
fuel cells stations, capable of producing 
several dozen MW, have been considered by 
some utilities in New England. The capital 
investment and maintenance cost have so far 
been prohibitive, but with the price of new 
generation approaching $6 0 0 /kw, there may be 
a resurgance of interest. With both the b a t ­
tery and the fuel cell, the conversion effi­
ciency is important. About 1.5 kwh must be 
put in for each 1.0 kwh returned later.
Kinetic energy storage in high speed fly­
wheels has been considered in California 
(ref. 8). The economics of this proposal 
are not known. However, the safety of such 
devices is a bigger concern.
i* . U Demand Control . In the past, utilities 
used to sell 'deferrable' power to some in­
dustrial customers. NOPSI still has two 
customers with such contracts, but L.P.&L. 
does not do it anymore because it causes too 
much hassling with customers: who is qual­
ified for special rates, and when; how much 
notice is required before a cutback; might 
it violate some 0SHA regulation; who is re­
sponsible if it causes an accident. In 
today's situation of surplus capacity, there 
is little incentive to negotiate such con­
tract s .
Demand control probably represents the most 
direct attack on the specific problem of 
power peaking. When (and only when) the 
system load gets precariously high, selec­
tive load cutbacks can be initiated until 
the load is within bounds. In the future, 
instead of investing $600/KW for new gener­
ation facilities, the utilities might con­
sider shopping around for 'negative kilo­
watts', which should be considerably cheap­
er. Maximum demand metering should be re­
tained, but in addition large users should 
be encouraged to look around their places of 
business to find some good-sized blocks of 
power that could be shut off for about an 
hour without causing much hardship. The 
electric company would then install (or send 
instructions for the plant electrician to 
install) automatic shutoff devices such as 
the F-M receivers used by Buckeye Co-ops in 
Ohio (ref. 9) on residential water heaters. 
When necessary, power company dispatchers 
could send out signals to start shedding 
loads. By rotating the priority, it could 
be arranged so that no firm would have any­
thing cut off for more than an hour (and 
that only about 3-5 times per year). The 
types of loads that might be deferred are 
water heaters, deep well pumps, compressor 
motors, reheat coils, ventilation fans, part 
of the lights, and other service equipment 
not directly involved in the production or 
business.
Let the power companies bargain with indus- 
trial/commercial/governmental users thus:
"We (the power c o .) will install automatic 
cutoff devices in your plant on equipment 
you select, at our expense. Further; we 
agree that no shutdown will last more than 
one hour, nor will more than five shutdowns 
be initiated by the power company in any 
calendar year. The power company will de­
duct from your bill l+0<£/KW, for quantities 
of at least 100 K W , each time it is necessary 
to shed some of your load." The cutback de­
vices could be equipped with counters and 
timers to verifty what the power company did. 
The power company would only be paying about 
$2.00/KW/year to those customers who agreed 
to this arrangement; or about $10.00/KW/year 
to all deferrable customers if they spread
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the 5-hr peak load among several. This 
would amount to about $300/KW over a thirty- 
year period, with half of the expense d e f e r ­
red more than 15 years. The initial cost of 
the cutout devices will, of course, vary 
with the size of the load being shut down; 
$20/KW is estimated. The maintenance cost 
of something the F-M receivers is not known, 
but their life expectancy could be extended 
if they were only activated two months per 
year.
Compressor motors of residential central air 
conditioners are another possibility for 
load control. They represent a load of about 
6KW each, and an F-M receiver (or some other 
type of controller) could shut them down if 
necessary. Since the peak periods of L o uis­
iana are of fairly long duration (U-6 hours), 
it would be necessary to spread a cutback 
among several residences. If an air c o ndi­
tioner were shut off for an hour, then al­
lowed to run again, it would run longer b e ­
fore reaching its set-point. On the hottest 
days, many would not reach their set-point 
until after dark, which would tend to b r o a d ­
en the peak. However, if a person's air 
conditioner were cut off all afternoon, his 
house would get uncomfortably warm and he 
would complain. To avoid complaints, sever­
al 'banks' of sheddable load should be lined 
up; perhaps, as in the case of Buckeye Elec­
tric's water heater controls, by using dif­
ferent modulation frequencies for each b a n k . 
About a dozen banks would be advisable in 
each area. First priority would be assigned 
on a rotating basis, and outages limited to 
one hour. Only in very hot periods, or in 
case of an emergency, would the same cus t o m ­
er be cut off two days in a row. Installa­
tion of the cutout devices could be done in 
the off-season by air conditioner repairmen 
paid by the power companies. Perhaps, if a 
'Free Inspection and Cleaning' were offered 
as part of the deal, many people would be 
willing to sign up. A carefully planned 
advance publicity campaign would, of course, 
be desirable. The cost for the F-M receivers 
is about $90. Allowing $10 for other parts, 
and $50 for installation labor, the cost per 
controlled compressor would be about $150. 
Twelve such, to be called up in rotating 
order, would cost $ 1 8 0 0  for 6 negative ki l o ­
watts. This is only half the cost of a plant 
to generate 6 positive kilowatts. Again, the 
maintenance cost of the receiving units is an 
unknown; but main’t’ehance could be minimized 
by activating them only two months of the 
year .
U.5 Building More Power P l a n t s . This is 
included as an option because that is what 
the power companies have been doing to cope 
with peak demands. The advantages are that 
there are engineering staffs trained to do 
this job, there are construction companies 
that stand ready to build the power plants, 
and a power plant lasts for 30-50 years. 
Customer complaints are minimized because 
there is no inconvenience or penalties im­
posed on their use of electricity. Also, by 
concentrating on one large unit, the number 
of interfaces with the public is minimized.
Another advantage now that gas and oil are 
getting scarce is that new plants using coal 
or uranium fuel will have to be built sooner 
or later; and the sooner the better. The 
disadvantages are the huge capital investment 
required, and the necessity for forecasting 
need 10 years in advance. Right now, the 
two disadvantages seem to outweigh all the 
a d v a n t a g e s .
b.6 Some Lifestyle Changes that would help 
the problem, besides changes in working hours 
would b e :
1. Washing clothes and dishes at night or 
early morning
2. Dressing to be comfortable in 80°F or 
8 5 °F temperatures
3. Living in smaller dwellings, or air c o n ­
ditioning only part of a home or office.
In this case, however, there would be 
heat transfer through the inner walls as 
well as ceiling and outside walls; the 
dead air space in unused rooms is essen­
tially better insulation between the 
cooled part and the outside environment. 
Perhaps three thermostats in strategic 
locations in a house, with the air con­
ditioner turning on only after two of the 
three setpoints had been exceeded, would 
help; or individual room thermostats that 
controlled the ducts into that room.
U. Energy consciousness. People will have 
to develop the habit of turning off 
lights when they leave a room, and per­
haps turning the room thermostat off too.
If some national emergency made it necessary 
to ration electricity, this could be done by 
alloting a particular number of k w h / m o . to 
each home, depending on the type of home and 
the number of people who live there. But it 
would take the wisdom of Solomon to decide 
how much each could have. Businesses could 
be put on similar allocations. At least it 
would be easier than rationing gasoline, 
because the measuring apparatus is already in 
place. Black market electricity might come 
into existence if people started bypassing 
their m e t e r s .
One way to elicit the desired response to 
this particular problem would be to have the 
10:00 p.m. TV newscaster put in a 1*5 second 
announcement, saying: "Tomorrow will be a
bad day to use electricity, because it looks 
like our utility will be overloaded due to 
the hot weather. If, just for tomorrow, you 
would set home thermostats to 8 0 °--you don't 
have to turn the air conditioner all the way 
off, although if you would do that, it would 
be greatly appreciated— you will save the 
power company from having to invest $200 m i l ­
lion in a new coal-fired power station and 
shipping coal all the way down here from 
Wyoming. The trains won't block the street 
on your way to work in the morning, and you 
won't have to pay your share of that $200 mil­
lion: $10 per year for the next 20 years. If
you will only set your thermostat to* 8 0 °, just 
for tomorrow. Thank you." This should be 
followed up with 10 second reminders of TV and
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radio the next afternoon. This should be 
done in the spirit of a public service 
announcement, like a tornado warning. Also, 
it would lose its effectiveness if done too 
often; five times a year may be too many.
Without price inducements or noticeable 
shortages, it is felt that the effect of 
jawboning will be minimal. Lifestyle changes 
because of a widely discussed 'Energy Cri­
sis' have been slow in coming. Electricity 
conservation on peak days will probably be 
even slower. The Public Service announce­
ment has been tried by some utilities on 
the East Coast, but quantitative assessments 
are not available; we estimate that if timed 
properly, it could trim the peak of the 
worst day by something approaching 1 % . Also, 
since it doesn't cost much, it would cer­
tainly be worth trying.
h .7 Reducing Voltage is done by some power 
c o m p a n i e s ( n o t i n L o u i s i a n a )  to cope with 
unexpected peaks. If the voltage is re­
duced 2-2 1/2%, the power consumption drops 
by about 1%, primarily because resistance 
heating (P=V2/R) would go down about 5%. 
Induction motors also run slightly slower. 
However, since some transformers are equip­
ped with automatic load tap changers, which 
might boost the secondary voltage if the 
primary voltage is reduced too much, re­
ducing the voltage may be counter-productive 
in some cases. Also, on hot summer days the 
voltage is already lower than normal on most 
parts of the system, due to heavy line 
loads. Further voltage reduction may cause 
damage to some equipment, although 1 1 5  volts 
should be well within the tolerance range of 
most home appliances. If done regularly, it 
would cause complaints.
The utility companies could achieve about
0.5% reduction in power by deliberate vo l t ­
age reduction. However, the 'brownout op­
tion' is probably best saved for emergencies 
and not relied on as a standard practice for 
peak s having.
h .8 Spinning Reserve Requirements could be 
relaxed if the overall reliability of the 
power supply is not too critical. If one of 
the large generating plants tripped off the 
line, it would be necessary to shed some 
loads to keep the system from collapsing 
(ref. 10). If the spinning reserve require­
ment were reduced from 6% to h% above the 
maximum peak load; there would still be only 
about 30 hrs. per year when the demand would 
be within 6% of the ready reserve. The pro­
bability of losing any of the large plants 
(loss of a small plant could be tolerated) 
within those 30 peak hours is estimated to 
be less than . 0 5  for any given year. 13 
years might be expected to pass without it 
happening at all; and if it did happen, 
there would' be localized blackouts for a few 
hours in zones chosen to be relatively in­
sensitive to the effect of a blackout, such 
as residential neighborhoods. Blackouts from 
this cause would be less likely than b lack­
outs from violent weather or nuisance tr i p ­
ping of relays. The time has come to ask
"Is this increment of reliability worth as 
much as it costs?"
There should be no cause to worry about 
standby reserves in Louisiana for the fore­
seeable future, unless it becomes illegal to 
store oil in tanks to use to make electricity 
in an emergency. Most of the existing oil/ 
gas-fired generators will still have useful 
life left in them, and could be brought on­
line in less than 12 hours.
1+. 9 Raising Thermostats is perhaps the 
simplest thing that could be done to curtail , 
peak demands. There have been some doubts 
about how effective this would be, because 
on the hottest day of the summer undersized 
units run continuously. We examined consumer 
survey data for Gulf States customers in the 
Baton Rouge area for their peak day last year 
(Monday, July 29). The maximum temperature 
that day in Baton Rouge was 96°F. From the 
recorders producing good data, we deduced 
that in U9 households, the air conditioner 
was apparently running continuously through­
out the afternoon. In 3T households, the air 
conditioner was apparently cycling, and in U7 
households the air conditioner was apparently, 
off, either because the inhabitants turned it 
off when they left for the day, or they had 
gone on vacation, or the dwelling was vacant. 
Thus, about b0% of the home air conditioners 
that were on were cycling 'on the worst day in 
Baton Rouge. We do not know what the setting 
of the thermostat was in those homes. How­
ever, if there was an average of 1 8 ° differ­
ence between the outside temperature and the 
thermostat, it can be concluded that setting 
the average thermostat to 8 0 ° would maintain 
the same margin of b0% cycling on even the 
hottest day of a decade. Approximately 30% 
of the total load on the hottest part of a 
summer day is due to residential air condi­
tioning. Using the estimate that a 1% in­
crease in setting will save 5% of the energy 
(ref. 6) consumed by the fraction who have 
some reserve margin, it can be inferred that 
a 1% increase in setting would cut the peak 
load by 0.6% on the hottest days of the sum­
mer, (vs. about 1.5% on more moderate days).
Thus, if people could be convinced to raise 
their thermostat settings 3°, that would trim 
the worst peak by about 2%. They would also 
trim their total energy consumption by 15% 
throughout the summer, and their bill by about 
$5.00/month. That is not enough financial in­
centive to attract most people's attention.
The big problem with raising thermostats is 
how do you get people to do it?
it.10 Increasing Night Usage would inevitably 
cause some slight increases in daytime usage, 
too. However, the savings from operating the 
generators more efficiently, and the fact that 
an improved load factor would decrease the a v ­
erage cost per kilowatt hour, makes this an 
attractive option. Industries using electro­
chemical processes could be designed to run 
only at night. The transportation industry 
may eventually use a lot of electricity at 
night to charge batteries or make hydrogen. 
Bargain rates for night time electricity may
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cause such evolutionary changes in the t r a n s ­
portation industry, particularly if the price 
of gasoline keeps climbing. The cost to sep­
arate 1500 g of hydrogen (containing about
210,000 BTU, about as much as 1 gallon of 
gasoline) would be about $2.50 if electricity 
cost 1^/kwh. It is much cheaper to extract 
hydrogen from natural gas, or burn bottled 
gas in cars, than to burn gas to make e l e c ­
tricity, then use the electricity to make 
hydrogen to burn in cars.
5. TRADEOFFS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two alternatives are recommended as having 
the most direct impact on the particular 
problem of power peaks with a minimum of 
unwanted side effects:
5.1 Relaxation of the Reliability R e quire­
ment would require no capital investment, 
only an administrative decision. A reas o n ­
able goal would be have the expected number 
of customer blackout hours from this cause- 
loss of a power plant during the peak demand 
period--to be about one-tenth of the number 
expected from violent w e a t h e r .
5.2 Demand C o n t r o l . Contracting for 'neg­
ative kilowatts' from governmental, indus­
trial, and commercial establishments appears 
to promise the biggest payout per dollar in­
vested. Cutout controls on residential air 
conditioners also appear worth considering, 
although about 50,000 such cutouts (costing 
perhaps $75 million) would be required to 
get 300 MWe lined up to be trimmed.
Other ways that would trim peak demand, but 
also decrease load factor are:
5•3 Raise the thermostat s e t p o i n t .
5•U Improve the efficiency of air c o n d i ­
tioning s y s t e m s .
It cannot be expected that power companies 
will actively promote these ideas, since the 
loss of revenue from kwh's not sold would 
hurt them more than the trimming of the peak 
w o uld help. Government, consumer, and co n ­
servation groups will promote them, and the 
public will start to respond as the price of 
electricity increases.
5.5 Finally, time-of-day metering, first of 
large users; and then gradually of smaller 
users would tend to decrease peak use and 
improve the load factor. The cost to equip 
everybody in South Louisiana with a time-of- 
day meter would be about $200 million, or about the same as one coal-fired power 
station.
It is felt that (l), (2), and (3) on the
list above would be sufficient to reduce 
peak demand in south Louisiana by 5% before 
1980; (U) and (5 ) would reduce it at least
another 5%. The other alternatives would 
.make lesser contributions, but in aggregate, 
they too, could result in a further 5% de­
crease. It is, therefore, concluded that 
the objective can be met.
6. CONTINGENCIES
Of the major disrupting events that could 
occur in the near future, four stand out as 
quite significant in the context of peak 
electricity demands. First, there is a 
strong possibility of another oil embargo. 
Mid-east wars occurred in 19^ -8, 1956 , 1 9 6 7 ,
and 1973; and the pot is still boiling. It 
appears likely that another war will break 
out within the next decade, perhaps within 
a year. In that event, an oil embargo 
would probably be erected within hours. 
Indeed, it is possible that an embargo may 
come even if war doesn't. The fuel that our 
Louisiana utilities burn would be more crit­
ically needed elsewhere in the nation; they 
would be put on curtailed operations. Shut­
ting down inefficient units and operating 
the others at maximal (near full load) effi­
ciency around the clock would be sought for. 
Anything done now to level the load would be 
beneficial in the event of such a crisis.
Another thing that might happen is that 
natural gas and oil will get so scarce (due 
to growing worldwide demand) that their use 
as boiler fuels will be proscribed by law. 
Indeed, there does not appear to be much 
question whether this will happen, only 
when. If it happens abruptly, by emergency 
decree from the President or the Governor, 
then the state will need coal or nuclear 
power plants to supplement whatever power 
might be available from T.V.A. or Missouri. 
Relying on our existing power plants is Very 
risky in this context. Ultimately, of 
course, it is generally felt that oil and 
gas will be too expensive to burn in boil­
ers, even in the face of the large capital 
investment in existing plants.
A nuclear moratorium, precipitated perhaps 
by a terrorist group capturing a nuclear 
power station somewhere in the world, and 
extorting ransom or other concessions from 
the local government, could happen. In that 
case, no new nuclear power plants would be 
built, and even those in early stages of 
construction might be cancelled. This would 
leave Louisiana dependent on its existing 
plants, unless sufficient coal-fired sta­
tions were available. On the other hand, it 
is conceivable that the United States might 
embark on an all-out nuclear power plant 
building program. In that case, Louisiana 
might be the site of several plants, and we 
would have abundant electricity like T.V.A. 
used to have. However, nuclear power is 
good for base load only; those plants are 
not amenable to daily cycling like boilers.
Louisiana would be better-prepared to sur­
vive any of these contingencies if the elec­
tric load were more nearly level; in three 
of them, the state would be better off with 
another coal-fired power station than some 
way of doing without it.
7. IMPACT ASSESSMENT
In this section, the side effects of doing 
without one large coal-fired station will be
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explored.
First, since the plant won't be built, the 
people at an Engineering/Architect firm and 
a crew of construction workers won't have a 
job. In today's climate of high unemploy­
ment, and with so many people in their early 
20's trying to get started, this is indeed a 
significant impact. It is estimated that 
about 6 0 0  man years of engineering effort 
goes into the design and construction super­
vision of such a plant, and 5 million man­
hours of skilled craftsmanship goes into 
building it (not counting design and labor 
at vendors' plants). About 50 operators' 
jobs would also be eliminated.
Not building the plant would ease the strain 
on transportation facilities. The quality 
of the railroad track in Louisiana has de­
graded until now, several derailments per 
month are reported in the n e w spap ers. Two 
unit trains per day is small compared to the 
total rail traffic, but coal cars are heavy 
(some of the new ones weigh more than 100 
tons when loaded). A coal slurry line, with 
its attendant right-of-way problems, might 
also be avoided.
Environmentally, not having a plant--partic- 
ularly a coal-fired plant--is preferrable to 
having it. The coal mine, even if it is in 
the deserted part of Wyoming or Montana, will 
probably leave a permanent scar on the earth. 
Particulate and sulphur-oxide emissions (even 
if it is low-sulfur coal) and ash disposal 
will pose problems in the vicinity of the 
power plant. The plant will add noise and 
soot to the air, and acid to rain runoff 
w a t e r s .
Financially, some utility might save half the 
cost of such a p l a n t . But some money will 
have to be spent arranging for something else 
instead; negative kilowatts might be cheaper, 
but they would not be free. The saving would 
mean less money would have to be borrowed 
(at high interest rates), and the consumers' 
bills would not rise quite so fast. With 
high inflation, being in debt for something 
may be better than waiting to buy it later. 
The utility that decides not to build may be 
buying power from its neighbors (paying for 
the neighbors' power plants), instead of 
paying for its own plant, but the payout will 
be delayed five years.
Socially, Demand Control or Peak Pricing may 
cause some places of business to open at odd 
hours. They will promote more conservation 
consciousness, particularly with regard to 
air conditioning. Such a change will unfor­
tunately be accompanied by a lot of haggling 
and wounded feelings; the small claims courts 
must gird for an avalanche.
8.' CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have explored the possible 
ways of reducing peak electrical demand in 
South Louisiana. We conclude that by relax­
ing reliability requirements, contracting for 
'negative kilowatts', and raising thermostats
about 3°, it would be possible to shave the 
peak by 5$. By improving the efficiency of 
air conditioners, and instituting peak load 
pricing, it would be possible to cut it a lot 
more; indeed, if all the things that were 
discussed were done simultaneously, a peak­
shaving of 20# could probably be achieved.
However, when the utilities invest money in 
peak shaving, that seems to imply that they 
are going to try to get. along by using their 
existing generating facilities instead of in­
vesting in new plants. The existing plants 
run on natural gas and oil. Unless substan­
tial new supplies of these apparently dimin­
ishing commodities appear from Alaska or off 
the Carolina coast within the next decade, 
Louisiana's utilities won't be able to get by 
with their existing plants. Nuclear or coal- 
fired power stations appear to be necessary 
to carry the base load as soon as possible.
If such plants are built, then the larger, 
more efficient gas-fired generators will be 
available to operate for 2-h months in the 
s u m m e r .
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